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Abstract  

This paper focuses on the influence of French language on the naming of shops and commercial products 
that are found in public spaces in Japan. The contemporary urban environment promotes linguistic signs, 
which themselves designate the names of shops or products on storefronts and packages and constitute the 
‘text’ of an urban space. As Barthes (1970) observed, Japanese modern life is a remarkable source generating 
a multiplicity of signs. However, in the current globalization, such a process gives rise to a massive presence 
of foreign languages in public space, such as French in Japan. Data collected through fieldwork is analysed 
to show features specific to Japanese society and/or language (e.g. word coinages, affection of Japanese 
words, a primary form of creolization). Although these linguistic signs contain regularities and variations 
as a device of ‘hypocorrection,’ the paper argues that French is becoming a specific register in Japan, and 
that people have begun to assimilate its formal part, in enriching their lexicon with a certain epilinguistic 
dimension. The motivation and identity of stakeholders behind such a process will be also discussed. 

Keywords: Public space, language contact, hypocorrection, register, french, Japan 

 

Introduction  

We live in the production of stories, talks, murmurs, and everyday conversations in our habitats of living, 
working and socializing. As a result, our cities contain texts, not only as mental representations, but also 
visual representations that appear in concrete physical spaces. Urban anthologists and urban sociologists 
convened to draw on verbal data from residents to analyse dynamics of cities to improve living conditions. 
Some theoreticians-urbanists, particularly architects of post-modern movements in the 1970s and 1980s, 
used the concept of cities metaphorically asr a book, where buildings and urban furniture were considered 
as meaningful elements or words of urban literature. However, contemporary cities effectively contain 
words and sentences in the form of shop names, advertisements, bulletin boards, public notices, billboards, 
publicities, posters and so on. They do not yet constitute a text, but analysing these linguistic signs, we 
may find a hidden ‘text’ of which citizens are mindful, and hence, develop rules or ‘a grammar.’ 

Scholars (e.g. Shohamy et al. 2009; Blommaert 2013) have spoken on Linguistic Landscapes (Landry 
and Bourhis 1997). As an architect, I myself was trained to observe and analyse public spaces from a 
semiotic and anthropological perspectives. I pursued this interest in studies in linguistics, with focus on 
sociolinguistics, language contact, appropriation and multimodality. 
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The use of French words on names of stores and commercial items in Japan has surprisingly increased 
over the past 25 years ago. For instance, an advertisement in which le dimanche, a French word with an 
article suggesting ‘Every Sunday,’ appears in katakana to indicate the day a shopping centre in Tokyo 
opens early. A similar phenomenon is now occurring in Japanese cmmon vernacular. 

The following questions, then, become pertinent: To what extent to Japanese people know or 
understand these French words? What are specific features of French observed in public spaces in Japan? 
Are there specific rules governing French signage in cities or districts in Japan? How have French words 
influenced the Japanese language? Can we locate systematic linguistic features (semantic, syntactic, 
orthographic, phonological, discourse)? What is the motivation for such language vitality? These questions 
have grounded the larger analysis of this paper. 

The Ethnolinguistic Vitality of French in Japan 

The Japanese lexicon incorporates loanwords easily due to its multimodal writing system (the katakana for 
words originating from foreign languages). The number of such words in Japanese is significant. 
Approximately 20% of entries in a popular dictionary (Koji-en) stem from foreign languages other than 
Chinese. Conducted by the Japanese National Language Research Institute in 1964 (Loveday 2000: 48), 
a survey on loanwords in the Japanese lexicon (Gairaigo) showed that about 10% of the Japanese lexicon 
was of non-Chinese origin (English=7.29%, French=0.55%, German=0.31%, Italian=0.15%, 
Portuguese/Spanish=0.14%, Dutch=0.13%, Russian=0.08%, Others=0.52%). Although English was the 
most penetrating foreign European language for the Japanese lexicon, it is worthy to note that French was 
already in second position over 50 years ago.  

More recent statistics support the idea of relative vitality of the French language in Japan. Conducted 
by a private company (CM Databank, personal communication), the survey indicates a language choice 
in TV commercials broadcasted in the Tokyo area between 2012 and 2019. TV commercials must be 
informative, and most are naturally delivered in Japanese (99.6%). But among foreign languages used in 
this medium, French is ranked second after English. This survey suggests that French maintains a status 
of relative vitality in the Japanese society. 

 

Foreign Language Number Rate 

English 269 65.9% 
French 69 16.1% 
Italian 20 4.9% 

Chinese 16 3.9% 
German 13 3.1% 
Spanish 12 2.9% 
Korean 11 2.7% 

Portuguese 6 1.5% 
Russian 3 0.7% 
Total 408 100% 

CM Databank (Co. Tokyo Kikaku): 2012/1/1-2019/4/30, 5 local private TV companies in Tokyo 
Table 1: Use of Foreign Languages on TV in Japan 

 
In public space, French is used for names of shops in Japan. French producers, including those of 

luxury bands, are present on the Japanese market. This phenomenon can be observed in other big cities in 
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Asia. However, these producers arrived in Japan early on (e.g. Hermès in the 1960s, L’Oréal in 1963, Dior 
in 1964, Fauchon in 1972, Louis Vuitton in 1978). Many Japanese companies have developed names of 
stores, brands and/or companies from French. These include a sportswear retailer Descente in 1957, an 
outdoor products retailer Mont-bell in 1975, a bakery chain Vie de France in 1983, a coffee shop chain 
CAFÉ de CRIÉ in 1994, and a coffee shop chain Aux Bacchanales in 1995. These samples are relevant for 
the purpose of my research. In addition, names of small local shops and everyday products appear in 
French. This data offers relevant samples with which to approach the ethnolinguistic vitality of French in 
Japan. 

Public Space and Landscapes constituting a Linguistic Anthropology 

Public space can be defined as space in which the users of that space (residents, workers and visitors) 
develop a collective life, characterised by local culture and multiple elements: Space design, ambiance, 
colours, street accessories, and elements related to economic or collective activities (market, itinerant 
business, events, etc.). Public space is typically designated as outdoor spaces (e.g. roads, squares and parks), 
but usually encompasses some indoor spaces destined for public usage (e.g. stations). We can typically see 
public notices, road directions, advertisements, and store names in these spaces. 

Formally speaking, public space is distinct from private space, which is delimited by a border— such 
as a door or an entrance—and to which access is given through crossing the border. There are two types 
of private space, depending on whether users’ anonymity must be defined (e.g. a home, company, 
institution) or maintained (e.g. restaurants, cafes, theatres, culture or shopping centres). Borders between 
public and private spaces have become ambiguous with regard to space practices (cf. Lefèbvre 1997), as 
commercial spaces have private status for public usage (Paquot 2009; Périgord and Donadieu 2012). 
Elements resulting from private economic activities are visible in public space. Linguistic signs are similarly 
found in commercial public space.  

I will therefore use the term ‘public space’ in the sense of a space accessible or visible to the public, 
which may be outdoor or indoor. I include commercial spaces (such as shopping malls), trains and buses 
for my data collection, since they contain linguistic signs similar to those in public spaces. For the purpose 
of my study, therefore, I collect data from public spaces as well as indoor commercial spaces, usually 
categorised as private space. These spaces are indeed accessible to people who typically use them on a day-
to-day basis for daily activities of urban life. Urban anthropology considers commercial space 
(supermarkets, malls) as a field of investigation; names of products and shops, commercial items containing 
a message (similar to people’s cloths), people’s clothes, which are relevant data.  

For my current research, I integrate sociolinguistics, urban anthropology, and semiotics. I focus on 
morphophonological features in analysing sound patterns and choice of writing system. I limit my scope 
to lexicological dimension to observe the variation of lexicon of the speech community in Japan. I also 
consider marketing semiotics to extend data to names of commercial products. In fact, such a discipline 
takes into account sociological differences of the effect on consumers and such a view can partially be close 
to the variationist perspective of sociolinguistics. Urban anthropology provides another insight: data are 
collected in a given space by field observation and then it tries to find out identity markers left by those 
who live in or are implied in that space through data analysis in order to infer their identity. So-called 
linguistic landscape, analysis of linguistic signs and texts in public space, is a field where I collect main data 
to constitute my corpus, with a field methodology used commonly in urban anthropology and urban 
sociolinguistics. 
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Eye Field Research topic Target data 

Architect-urbanist Urban anthropology Space and landscape design Forms-colours, vegetation, void spaces  
Designer Public signage design Urban signs AD design, signage, logo 
Linguist 1 Morphophonology Phonemic, writing Text and words in AD/public notices 
Sociolinguist Urban sociolinguistics Appropriation, language contact Variation of Japanese lexicon 
Semiotician Marketing semiotics Product naming Product names 
Linguist 2 Discourse analysis Discourse in public space Multimodal text, discourse markers 
Marketer Market analysis Branding Sociological types of consumers 

Table 2: Research Frameworks of Public Space 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The data collection process spanned several years in different cities in Japan, also drawin on online sources. 
Geographical limitations in collecting data (cf. Backhaus 2007) are not considered in the current research. 
Names of stores and products circulate beyond restricted physical spaces, by conveying the appropriation 
of the lexicon of a given speech community (Landry and Bourhis 1997). Forty samples were randomly 
selected from my whole corpus (of some one thousand occurrences), in order to develop a preliminary 
analysis, and which aimed to thus lead to the next stage of my research. 

I divide the data analysis into two parts: Linguistic facts (phonemic, pronunciation, spelling, other 
features specific to code-mixing) and sociological facts (types of items and sectors, demographic features 
of target consumers). 

Below I present the alphabetically ordred transcriptions (symbolized by round brackets if unavailable), 
IPA transcriptions of Japanese pronunciation, Japanese transcriptions, and what these expressions refer to.  

 
Nb Alphabetical transcription IPA (in Japanese) Japanese (Katakana) Product/shop 

1 La Cote d’Azurl/Azur ko:to daʑɯ:ɾɯ コートダジュール Cake shop 
2 Louvre ɽɯ:buɾɯ ルーブル Coffee shop 
3 Foucher ɸɯ:ʃe フーシェ Confectionery shop 
4 FLO PRESTIGE ɸɯɾo pɯɾesɯti:ʑɯ フロプレスティージュ Cake shop 
5 SourCil ʃɯ:ɾɯɕiɾɯ シュールシル Eyelashes salon  
6 Joli Bisous ʥoɾibidzɯ ジョリビズ Ladies clothes shop 
7 (Caféde Parfum) kafedopaɾɯfaN カフェド・パルファン Coffee shop 
8 Queue Charmante kɯ: ʃaɾɯmaN クーシャルマン Pet grooming salon 
9 Heureux Heure bɯ:ɾaNʥeɽi: ɯɾɯɯ:ɾɯ ウルウール Bakery shop 
10 gelato pique ʑeɾa:to pike ジェラートピケ Ladies clothes shop 
11 EAUDE MUGE o:do mɯ:ge オードムーゲ Cosmetic product 
12 PienAge piena:ʑɯ ピエナ－ジュ Cosmetic product 
13 elleair eɾie:ɾɯ エリエール Hygienic paper  
14 liese ɾi:ze リーゼ Hairdressing product 
15 LÚCIDO ɾɯɕi:do ルシド Hairdressing product 
16 épur epʲɯ:ɾɯ エピュール Bathing powder 
17 (jasmin mariage) ʥasɯmiN maɾia:ʑɯ ジャスミンマリアージュ Fragrance  
18 Clair PARIS kuɽe:ɾɯ paɽi クレールパリ Laundry detergent 
19 MAQUIllAGE makia:ʑɯ マキアージュ Cosmetic brand 
20 Botanifique botaniΦi:kɯ ボタニフィーク Shampoo 
21 PRIOR pɯɾio:ɾɯ プリオール Cosmetic brand 
22 (Fine Fragrance) Beauté bo:te ボーテ Laundry fragrance 
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23 LAVONS ɾaboN ラボン Fragrance brand 
24 Biolé bioɾe ビオレ Facial cleanser brand 
25 Santé Beautéye saNtebo:tie サンテボーチエ Eye drops brand 
26 BENÉ Bluria be:ne bɯɾɯ: ɾia ベーネブルーリア Hairdressing brand 
27 BEAUMACHE bomaʃe ビマシェ Cosmetic brand 
28 Fleur de Rose ɸɯɾɯ:ɾɯdoɾoze フルールドロゼ Jam 
29 BISCUIT DE FROMAGE bisɯkɯdoɸɯɾoma:ʑɯ ビィスクドフロマージュ Biscuit 
30 PPORO CHOCOLAT poɾoʃokoɾa ポロショコラ Sweet confectionery 
31 CAFÉ DE PARIS kaΦedopaɾi カフェドパリ Coffee drink 
32 RASUCRÉ ɾaɕɯkɯɾe ラシュクレ Sweet confectionery 
33 CHARLOTTE/Charlotte ɕaɾɯɾotte シャルロッテ Sweet confectionery 
34 (sirop noir) ɕiɾo nowa:ɾɯ シロノワール Syrup 
35 Crème de la Crème kɯɾe:mɯ deɾakɯɾe:mɯ クレームデラクレーム Sweet confectionery 
36 Baquette baketto バケット Bread 
37 Pain de Campane paNdokaNpa:ɲɯ パンドカンパーニュ Bread 
38 PetitQ pɯtikjɯ: プチキュー Sweet confectionery 
39 Bon Poire boN poɰa:ɾɯ ボンポワール Cake 
40 Pain au chocolat paN wo ɕokoɾa パンヲショコラ Bread 

Table 3: Forty French Expressions in Urban Public Space in Japan 

A general observation, drawn from the corpus as a whole, becomes that the use of French is much 
more frequent when products or shops specifically address female consumers. Concretely, French is used 
to name various types of fragrance products, sweet confectionery, bakery shops or products, retail shops 
for clothes and/or accessories, and so forth. 

The observations specific to public space in Japan are several. First, some linguistic features specific to 
French are observable. For instance, diacritic accents on letters (é is the most recurrent but also è, ê, ç, à), 
word final declensions (-que), functional words such as prepositions and definite articles (le, la, l,’ de, à, 
au, aux) appear remarkably at the orthographic level. Yet, these facts do not yet explain the vitality of 
French in Japan, as they appear if French is used in any signs. But observing the Japanese pronunciation 
of the samples, we see a preference for French. For instance, -ge (in mariage, prestige, maquillage) is 
pronounced /ʑɯ/ (alveolo-palatal fricative), which sounds like a French manner /ʒ/ (postalveolar) rather 
than the English one /dʒ/ (palato-alveolar). Such a difference appears at the level of Japanese writing (-ジ
ュ vs. -ジ). Likewise, the letter -r (or -re) are pronounced /ɾɯ/ in a French way (e.g. in clair, prior) /ʁ/ 
(voiced uvular fricative) rather than in English /ə/ (schwa).  

Some word coinages that are French based violate the standard norms. For instance, words are created 
with the omission of the apostrophe (lobjet) or there appear contractions of functional words (cafede). 
Phenomena emerge beyond the word level, and even in complete utterances (e.g. Je l’aime) for naming 
(nominalization of utterance). The last instance is rare in the naming of products or shops, even at times 
when these instances do not violate linguistic norms. 

I propose a detailed analysis of samples employing the letter é and the phoneme /-e/. Some occurrences 
are French words (e.g. beauté, café, congé), but many others are not: épur is built from é plus the French 
word pur (pure); bené is the Italian word bene (well) plus the French diacritic accent; beautéye is a 
contraction of the French word beauté (beauty) and the English word eye; rasucré is a contraction of the 
English word rask and the French word sucré (sweetened). The phenomenon of adding the diacritic accent 
is seen in some French words for which, such an accent is not usually required (e.g. laisser-passer > レセ
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パセ/ɾesepase/ > laissé-passé; chef > シェフ/ʃeɸɯ/ > chéf). These words are an anomaly or an original 
creation.  

We also find some examples in which this diacritic accent is added to an English notion of Japanese 
words: BIORE/ビオレ(1980) > Biolé (2011); コーセー(1946) > kose (1948) > KOSÉ (1991). This 
process is used for Japanese words: The diacritic accent on the Japanese letter ‘ェ’ (/-e/) of ‘マルシェ’ 
(marché) or ‘カフェ’ (café). 

  

The next sample contains a more complex process: A word, created from a contraction of two English 
words, loses the final syllable (apocope) and here, the French diacritic accent is added on the new final /-
e/. 

 

body + maintenance > bodymaintenance > bodymainte/ボディメンテ > BODYMAINTÉ 

A coffee shop Café de Crié, for which no French native speaker can understand the meaning, comes from 
the same process: a transformation of English, pronounced in a Japanese way and with an omission of the 
last syllables, into a seeming French with a diacritic addition (Creation /kriéɪʃən/ > クリエーション > 
クリエ > Crié).  

The association between the phoneme /e/ and the diacritic accent is not always systematic. Some 
examples are pronounced /e/ for the e in the name of the nation without a diacritic accent (e.g. boulangerie 
Françaie, FRANCE, both /ɸɯɾanse/, Porte /poɾɯte/, Raffine /ɾaɸine/, Charlotte /ɕaɾɯɾotte/, Beaumache 
/bomaʃe/). These are simply considered as an omission of accent. The others are examples with the e 
containing another diacritic accent (ê, in enchantê, which is not normative), even if their pronunciation is 
the same. I have also located a case in which the phoneme /e/ is without e, é, è, ê (e.g. “t” of caférrant, 
which is pronounced /te/). However, the use of the diacritic accent sometimes appears ad hoc, without a 
corresponding phoneme, and without a motive for its use. 

 

LUCIDO and HOME COORDY with a diacritic accent 

Discussion 

The French diacritic accents (é) (accent aigu) widely appear in public space in Japan. It is often associated 
with the phoneme /e/ in Japanese, and used not only in French words, but also in the Latin notation of 
Japanese (the roma-ji), and even in Japanese as a lettering design. From these facts, one can assume that, 
with high probability, the French diacritic accent has already entered the Japanese lexicon, and that most 
Japanese people can recognize and read it, despite that it does not belong to the Japanese writing system. 
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Jointly, I suppose, such a phenomenon summons an increase of occurrences of /e/- (and /je/)ending words 
in Japanese society. Yet, the orthographic rule of French in Japan seems not to be fixed, and we see several 
variations: At time, other diacritics, and at times no diacritic. Moreover, the diacritic accent is applied to 
a letter that is not to be read /e/. Such phenomena cast a doubt on the normativity of the diacritic accent 
and the phoneme /e/.  

It can be assumed that despite literacy in French by Japanese people, other types of use of the diacritic 
may be indices of ‘hypocorrection,’ an opposite concept of ‘hypercorrection’ formulated by Labov (1972). 
Non-standard use of language can appear in two forms: Hypercorrection when the use aims to conform 
to the prestige standard, and hypocorrection when it is far from such a standard, for instance, due to lack 
of attention. As seen in the statistics of Japanese loanwords and the survey on use of foreign languages on 
TV mentioned above, French is more present in Japanese society than in other foreign languages, and 
occupies a specific status. Presumably, French is perceived as a high-prestige language among people 
(especially female consumers) who are attracted by that language, and where using some French is 
considered a sign of prestige. Nevertheless, a variation of norms around French, reflecting a ‘linguistic 
insecurity,’ suggests that a new register has been established. The same phenomenon can happen for any 
other foreign languages, but influencd by its longstanding status in Japan, such a process can more easily 
take place with French. 

The factors influencing such a language choice for naming in public space in Japan include that French 
is a Western language which is not English, where French has been of the most popular foreign languages 
available in higher education in Japan during the 20th century. By choosing French and not English nor 
Japanese, stakeholders of commercial signage seek differentiation, in using the high-prestige of French. 
Even if Japanese consumers do not require French names for the products they buy, some are attracted by 
difference and some by high-prestige. Shopping for products is not simply an act of consuming or owning 
products, but also an effort to ‘consume’ an epilinguistic representation (feelings, concepts, other 
connotations) that the names of products and shops imply. Signs appear “as the result of a process with 
several participants,” such as sign-owners, sign-makers, sign-readers and authorities in language and/or 
sign policy (Spolsky 2009: 31). In the case of language signs in public spaces with an urban and commercial 
nature, the desire in consumers’ minds establishes a dialectic relationship with a mercantile strategy that 
the sign-owners implement by naming a product or shop. 

Another question is to what degree of appropriation of language do these speech communities in Japan 
aspire? To respond, it will be necessary to conduct surveys of the linguistic knowledge of French by 
Japanese, which must present a variation of such knowledge according to demographic cohorts, geographic 
areas in which informants live, and/or literacy of the language in question. These criteria play an important 
role in the issues of appropriation (Kida 2014). It will be also insightful to analyse an effect of French 
naming on the feelings of people, so as to understand their epilinguistic representations. In shedding light 
on such a perlocutionary effect of that specific register, we can better see the direction of the process of 
appropriation of French in Japanese society.  

Conclusion 

Public space in Japan contains relatively many linguistic signs in French, such as names of shops, 
restaurants, and commercial products, suggesting an ethnolinguistic vitality of that language, as it can be 
also seen in media and the vocabulary of loanwords to Japanese. These signs are made by shopkeepers, 
markers, advertisers and other stakeholders who use them as a marketing strategy to differentiate their 
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shops and products in a country where Japanese and English are dominant. Analysed closely, these signs 
show some regularities but also variations, which are possibly interpretable as a sign of creolization. This 
hypothesis is, nevertheless to be verified through methods other than observation. 
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